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Abstract: This paper investigates a novel correction technique for the unsteady subsonic wing–body
interference model. The correction technique considers the unsteady forces on the lifting boxes and the
body elements of an idealized aircraft model. The chosen simulation model was a passenger aircraft,
and the transonic unsteady aerodynamics in sinusoidal pitch motion at four different frequencies
are analyzed. The unsteady aerodynamics of the uncorrected DLM (doublet lattice method), ECFT
(enhanced correction factor technique) and the new unsteady wing–body correction method are
compared to the unsteady CFD simulation results. The results show that when the frequency is small,
the new unsteady wing–body correction method can obtain certain benefits in terms of accuracy, for
the lifting boxes and the body elements as well.

Keywords: correction technique; unsteady subsonic wing–body interference model; sinusoidal pitch
motion; frequency

1. Introduction

With the improvement in aerodynamic and structural design technology, the structural
flexibility of the modern large passenger aircraft has increased. Consequently, the frequency
of elastic modes has decreased. This decrease brings the frequency of elastic modes close to
the rigid-body flight dynamic modes, thereby affecting flight stability and controllability,
and the design of control laws. Numerous studies have been undertaken looking at this
problem [1–4]. However, the accuracy of the rigid-elastic coupling analysis mainly depends
on the accuracy of the unsteady aerodynamic analysis.

The cruise speed of a large passenger aircraft is mainly in the high transonic range,
where aerodynamics exhibit strong nonlinear characteristics. To calculate the unsteady
nonlinear aerodynamic forces of elastic modes, the high-fidelity CFD (computational fluid
dynamics) method is likely the most accurate simulation approach. An example of such a
method is the unsteady aerodynamic analysis method based on the N–S (Navier–Stokes)
equations [5,6]. However, due to the number of conditions considered during the flight
dynamic analyses being significant, obtaining high-fidelity CFD solutions for each condition
is impractical.

On the other hand, traditional unsteady linear aerodynamic analysis methods, which
are suitable for low subsonic speed due to their extremely high efficiency, have been widely
used since their development in the 1960s and 1970s [7,8]. Based on the principle of
the inviscid and irrotational potential flow theory, the linear aerodynamic model forms
lifting boxes, slender elements, and interference elements through the utilization of fun-
damental solutions like vortices and doublets. These methods are used to rapidly acquire
unsteady linearized subsonic aerodynamic results. Such methods are extensively applied
in commercial software, e.g., NASTRAN.

To achieve a balance between efficiency and accuracy of nonlinear aeroelastic analysis,
researchers came up with some correction approaches for linear aerodynamic methods.
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These correction methods are primarily focused on the diagonal correction method [9,10].
Moreno et al. [11] presented a full rank correction method based on the ECFT correction
method [12]. Although this full rank correction method can take into account the influence
of other modes to a certain extent, due to the fact that the coefficients on the diagonal
still play a major role, the full rank correction method essentially behaves similarly to the
diagonal correction method.

However, all the present correction methods for unsteady aerodynamics are only
focused on the correction of lifting boxes. For the design of passenger aircraft, the current
correction methods are insufficient. The reason is that lifting boxes are unable to accurately
model the fuselage and nacelle component; also, it is necessary to take the wing–body
interaction into account. Mao et al. [13] developed the ECFT method for the wing–body
interference model. However, the ECFT method is only suitable for static aerodynamics,
and not applicable to unsteady aerodynamics. This paper combines the characteristics of
diagonal correction and ECFT correction, and then develops a technique for unsteady aero-
dynamic correction that works with models of wing–body interference. In the meantime,
this technique is used to simulate a passenger aircraft in a transonic environment with
sinusoidal pitching motion at various frequencies. The results are then compared with the
high-fidelity CFD method to verify the accuracy at low frequency.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Unsteady Linear Aerodynamics for Wing–Body Interference Model

The lifting boxes, slender elements, and interference elements can be used to model
the wing–body interference DLM model. Downwashes are presented as follows:

[ww]︸︷︷︸
nw×1
[0]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[ws]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


= [AIC]︸ ︷︷ ︸

(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)×(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)



[
f ′w
]︸︷︷︸

nw×1
[µI ]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[µs]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


(1)

where:
ww = downwashes for lifting boxes;
ws = downwashes for slender elements;
f ′w = pressure coefficient along the lifting box;
µI = acceleration potential for interference element doublets;
µs = acceleration potential for slender element doublets;
[AIC] = aerodynamic influence coefficients matrix related to the reduced frequency k,

including real part [AIC]REAL and imaginary part [AIC]IMAG;
nw = number of lifting boxes;
ntz or nty = number of interference elements in the z (vertical) or y (lateral) orientation;
ntsz or ntsy = number of slender elements in the z (vertical) or y (lateral) orientation.
The forces related to the singularities are shown as follows:


[Pw]︸︷︷︸

2nw×1
[Ps]︸︷︷︸

2(ntsy+ntsz)×1

 = q [SKJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)



[
f ′w
]︸︷︷︸

nw×1
[µI ]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[µs]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


(2)

and the integration matrix [SKJ] can be written as:
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[SKJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)

=


[Sww]︸ ︷︷ ︸

2nw×nw

0 0

[Ssw]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(ntsy+ntsz)×nw

[SsI ]︸︷︷︸
2(ntsy+ntsz)×(ntz+nty)

[Sss]︸︷︷︸
2(ntsy+ntsz)×(ntsz+ntsy)

 (3)

where:
Pw = lifting box force and moment;
Ps = slender element force and moment;
[SKJ] = integration matrix;
Sww = lifting box element area for forces and lifting box element area times quarter

chord length for moments;[
Ssw SsI Sss

]
= integration matrix for slender elements related to the reduced fre-

quency k, including real part
[
SswREAL SsIREAL SssREAL

]
and imaginary part[

SswIMAG SsI IMAG SssIMAG
]
, and the rows for the moment are all zero.

If we extract the matrix rows containing force and moment from Equation (2), Equations
(4) and (5) below show the expression in which F stands for force and M represents moment.


[Fw]︸︷︷︸
nw×1
[Fs]︸︷︷︸

(ntsy+ntsz)×1

 = q [SKJ]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)



[
f ′w
]︸︷︷︸

nw×1
[µI ]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[µs]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


(4)


[Mw]︸ ︷︷ ︸
nw×1
[Ms]︸︷︷︸

(ntsy+ntsz)×1

 = q [SKJ]M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)



[
f ′w
]︸︷︷︸

nw×1
[µI ]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[µs]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


(5)

2.2. A Correction Method for Wing–Body Interference Model to Correct Unsteady [AIC] matrix

The correction technique uses the steady aerodynamics at k = 0 to construct a correction
matrix and correct the unsteady [AIC] matrix at k 6= 0.

The correction technique starts with defining the steady downwashes w0 at k = 0 for
the linear wing–body interference model, shown as follows:

[w0]︸︷︷︸
(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)×1

=



[w0w]︸ ︷︷ ︸
nw×1
[0]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[w0s]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


(6)
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The pressure coefficient ( f ′w) of the lifting boxes, the acceleration potential of the
interference elements (µI) and slender elements (µs) for the steady linear wing–body
interference model can be obtained from Equation (1):

[
f ′0w
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

nw×1
[µ0I ]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[µ0s]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


= [AIC]−1

k=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)×(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)

· [w0]︸︷︷︸
(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)×1

(7)

To generate the correction matrix, a set of lifting forces obtained from steady experi-
ments or CFD simulations needs to be mapped onto the lifting boxes and slender elements.
The aerodynamic forces after mapping are shown as follows:

[F1]︸︷︷︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×1

=


[F1w]︸ ︷︷ ︸
nw×1
[F1s]︸︷︷︸

(ntsy+ntsz)×1

 (8)

To obtain the appropriate
[

f ′1w µ1I µ1s
]T related to Equation (8), several assump-

tions have to be made, since the integration matrix [SKJ]F in Equation (4) is an unfilled
row:

Assumption 1. the number of interference elements and the slender elements are the same, which
means ntsy = nty and ntsz = ntz;

Assumption 2. the proportion of µ1s/µ1I is equal to the µ0s/µ0I .

Suggest the proportion of µ0s/µ0I is σsi, Equation (4) at k = 0 can then be rewritten
as follows:

[F1w]︸ ︷︷ ︸
nw×1
[F1s]︸︷︷︸

(ntsy+ntsz)×1

 = q


[Sww]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
nw×nw

0

[Ssw]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ntsy+ntsz)×nw

[SsI ]F + σsi[Sss]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ntsy+ntsz)×(ntsz+ntsy)


k=0



[
f ′1w
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

nw×1
[µ1I ]︸︷︷︸

(ntsz+ntsy)×1

 = q
(
[SKJ]′F

)
k=0



[
f ′1w
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

nw×1
[µ1I ]︸︷︷︸

(ntsz+ntsy)×1

 (9)

where [SKJ]′F is with a filled row, and:

[
f ′1w
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

nw×1
[µ1I ]︸︷︷︸

(ntsz+ntsy)×1

 =
1
q

(
[SKJ]′F

)−1

k=0


[F1w]︸ ︷︷ ︸
nw×1
[F1s]︸︷︷︸

(ntsy+ntsz)×1

, [µ1s]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1

= σsi · [µ1I ]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1

(10)

Hence:

[
f ′1
]

k=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×1

=



[
f ′1w
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

nw×1
[µ1I ]︸︷︷︸

(ntsz+ntsy)×1

[µ1s]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


(11)

For the diagonal correction method, the correction matrix [WJJ] is assumed as a
diagonal matrix, and can be calculated as follows:
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[
Wjj 0
0 . . .

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

· [AIC]−1
k=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

· [w0]︸︷︷︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×1

=
[

f ′1
]

k=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×1

(12)

For the ECFT correction method, [w0] and
[

f ′1
]

should be converted to the complimen-
tary null subspace:

[Ω0]︸︷︷︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

=

 [w0]︸︷︷︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×1

... [null(w0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy−1)

 (13)

[
F′1
]︸︷︷︸

(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

=

 [
f ′1
]

k=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×1

... [AIC]−1 · [null(w0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy−1)

 (14)

Hence [WJJ] can be obtained by:

[W JJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

· [AIC]−1
k=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

· [Ω0]︸︷︷︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

=
[
F′1
]︸︷︷︸

(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

(15)

For the unsteady situation, when the reduced frequency k = ki 6= 0, both the diagonal
correction method in Equation (12) and the ECFT correction method in Equation (15) will
encounter some problems.

When k = ki 6= 0, the unsteady downwashes w, unsteady [AIC] matrix, and body
element part of integration matrix [SKJ]F will have two parts: a real one (subscript REAL)
and an imaginary one (subscript IMAG). Hence the pressure coefficient ( f ′w) of the lifting
boxes, the acceleration potential of the interference elements (µI) and the slender elements
(µs) due to unsteady downwashes for the linear wing–body interference model are:





[
f ′w
]︸︷︷︸

nw×1
[µI ]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[µs]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


REAL

+



[
f ′w
]︸︷︷︸

nw×1
[µI ]︸︷︷︸

(ntz+nty)×1

[µs]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×1


IMAG


=

(
[AIC]−1

REALi
+ [AIC]−1

IMAG

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)×(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)

· ([w]REAL + [w]IMAG)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntz+nty+ntsz+ntsy)×1

(16)

where the proportion of the imaginary part (µs/µI)IMAG is not equal to (µs/µI)k=0,
which means the process in Equation (9) is no longer suitable for the imaginary part. In
fact, the (µs/µI)IMAG will vary for different reduced frequency k, making it difficult to find
this proportion. This variability makes the diagonal correction method not suitable for the
imaginary part of the body elements.

For the ECFT correction method, Equation (13) to Equation (15) show an obvious prob-
lem for any downwash in the null subspace matrix, as the aerodynamic force output would
be exactly the same as the uncorrected DLM. Consequently, the imaginary downwashes
[w]IMAG remain uncorrected.

The correction method to correct the unsteady [AIC] matrix of the wing–body interfer-
ence model is proposed under the following preconditions:

1. The reduced frequency k is small; therefore, the real part of the unsteady downwashes
w, unsteady [AIC] matrix, and integration matrix [SKJ] will be close to k = 0;

2. Fortunately, when the reduced frequency k is small, the imaginary part of the uncor-
rected aerodynamic force for body elements is small, and close to the target aerody-
namic force.
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The basic correction ideas are:

1. The real part of the wing–body interference model and the imaginary part of the
lifting surface can be corrected by using the diagonal correction method, while the
imaginary part of the body elements can be left uncorrected;

2. A unified correction matrix is required to simultaneously correct the real and imagi-
nary parts for all elements in the wing–body interference model.

To achieve this idea, Equation (14) can be changed to:

[
F′1
]

unsteady−wb︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

=

 [
f ′1
]

k=0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×1

...

Wjj · [AIC]−1 · [null(w0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
nw×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy−1)

[AIC]−1 · [null(w0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy−1)

 (17)

where Wjj can be acquired from Equation (12). By substituting Equation (17) into Equation (15),
the correction matrix [WJJ] to correct unsteady [AIC] for the wing–body interference model
is derived.

2.3. A Correction Method for Wing–Body Interference Model to Correct Unsteady Force
and Moment

The [WJJ] matrix can be calculated by the process outlined above, and it can be directly
used to correct the [AIC] matrix. However, in some circumstances, such as when it is used
as an input to MSC.NASTRAN, the [WKK] matrix might be required to correct the force
and moment matrix. The differences between using the [WJJ] and [WKK] matrix to generate
the DLM forces and moments are shown as follows:


[Pw]︸︷︷︸

2nw×1
[Ps]︸︷︷︸

2(ntsy+ntsz)×1

 = q [SKJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

· [W JJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)



[
f ′0w
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

nw×nm

[µ0I ]︸︷︷︸
(ntz+nty)×nm

[µ0s]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×nm


(18)


[Pw]︸︷︷︸

2nw×1
[Ps]︸︷︷︸

2(ntsy+ntsz)×1

 = q [WKK]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)

· [SKJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)



[
f ′0w
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

nw×nm

[µ0I ]︸︷︷︸
(ntz+nty)×nm

[µ0s]︸︷︷︸
(ntsz+ntsy)×nm


(19)

Equations (18) and (19) should be equal to each other, which means:

[WKK]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)

· [SKJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

= [SKJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

· [W JJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

(20)

The [WKK] matrix and [SKJ] matrix are divided into force and moment components,
and Equation (20) can be transferred into the following forms:

[WKK]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntsy+ntsz)

· [SKJ]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

= ([SKJ] · [W JJ])F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

(21)
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[WKK]M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntsy+ntsz)

· [SKJ]M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

= ([SKJ] · [W JJ])M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+2ntsz+2ntsy)

(22)

In Equations (21) and (22), for the wing–body interference model, [SKJ]F and [SKJ]M
all have unfilled rows. To solve these equations, Assumption 2 mentioned earlier has
been applied here, and a new [SKJ]Fnew

and ([SKJ] · [W JJ])Fnew
can be obtained, shown

as follows:

[SKJ]Fnew︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntsz+ntsy)

=

 [SKJ]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×nw

... [SKJ]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×((nw+1):(nw+ntsy+ntsz))

+ σsi · [SKJ]F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×((nw+ntsy+ntsz+1):(nw+2ntsy+2ntsz))

 (23)

([SKJ] · [W JJ])Fnew︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntsz+ntsy)

=

 ([SKJ] · [W JJ])F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw)

... ([SKJ] · [W JJ])F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×((nw+1):(nw+ntsy+ntsz))

+ σsi · ([SKJ] · [W JJ])F︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×((nw+ntsy+ntsz+1):(nw+2ntsy+2ntsz))

 (24)

To eliminate the zero rows of the slender elements in the matrix [SKJ]M, a small number
ε was introduced, and the aerodynamic center lies ε · l behind the midpoint, where l is the
length of the slender element. Hence [SKJ]Mnew

and ([SKJ] · [W JJ])Mnew
can be calculated

as follows:

[SKJ]Mnew︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntsz+ntsy)

=

 [SKJ]M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×nw

... [SKJ]M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×((nw+1):(nw+ntsy+ntsz))

+ σsi · [SKJ]M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×((nw+ntsy+ntsz+1):(nw+2ntsy+2ntsz))

 (25)

([SKJ] · [W JJ])Mnew︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw+ntsz+ntsy)

=

 ([SKJ] · [W JJ])M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×(nw)

... ([SKJ] · [W JJ])M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×((nw+1):(nw+ntsy+ntsz))

+ σsi · ([SKJ] · [W JJ])M︸ ︷︷ ︸
(nw+ntsy+ntsz)×((nw+ntsy+ntsz+1):(nw+2ntsy+2ntsz))

 (26)

By replacing [SKJ]F, [SKJ]M, ([SKJ] · [W JJ])F, and ([SKJ] · [W JJ])M in Equations (21)
and (22) with [SKJ]Fnew

, [SKJ]Mnew
, ([SKJ] · [W JJ])Fnew

, and ([SKJ] · [W JJ])Mnew
, [WKK]F

and [WKK]M can be acquired and constructed into the final [WKK].

2.4. Simulation Model

The chosen simulation model is presented in Figure 1: the aircraft is a conventional
wing-mounted and low-horizontal-tail configuration. The wing, horizontal tail, vertical
tail, fuselage, nacelle, and pylon are included in the aircraft model. The wing span and the
fuselage length of this aircraft are shown in Table 1.
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celle, on the other hand, were modeled as body elements, including slender elements and 
interference elements. In contrast to the interference elements, the width of the slender 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the chosen passenger aircraft model configuration used for simulations.
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Table 1. Main parameters of the aircraft model.

Wing Span, m Horizontal Tail
Span, m

Fuselage
Length, m Height, m

Simulation
model ≈35 ≈13 ≈39 ≈12

Figure 2 presents the wing–body interference DLM model. Those parts modelled
as lifting boxes were the wing, horizontal tail, vertical tail, and pylon. The fuselage and
nacelle, on the other hand, were modeled as body elements, including slender elements
and interference elements. In contrast to the interference elements, the width of the slender
elements varied from front to back. Each interference element and slender element was
oriented in both the z (vertical) and y (lateral) orientations. In Table 2, the number of
elements is displayed. The simulation software decided on was MSC.NASTRAN.
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Figure 2. The wing–body interference DLM model.

Table 2. Number of elements for the wing–body interference DLM model.

Name of Elements Number

Total Elements 1817
Lifting Boxes 1757

Slender Elements 30
Interference Elements 30

The linear DLM model needs to be corrected by the steady CFD results. Additionally,
unsteady CFD was conducted for verification purposes. CFD++ was selected as the
CFD solver for both steady and unsteady CFD analysis, utilizing Menter’s k-Omega SST
model [14]. The aircraft CFD surface mesh is shown in Figure 3 and the grid parameters
are presented in Table 3.

To verify the accuracy of the correction method, the unsteady motion is assumed to be
the sinusoidal pitch motion, with the center of gravity as the reference point for the pitch
motion. There are two advantages to choosing pitch motion for validation:

1. Pitch motion is a very typical flight motion;
2. The wing is close to the reference point, while the tail is far away from it. The different

sections of the fuselage range differently to the reference point. The varying distances
result in the downwashes w of the real and imaginary parts occupying different
proportions in different components during pitch motion.
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Figure 3. CFD surface mesh.

Table 3. CFD grid details.

Name of Parameters Parameter

Total no. of points/[106] 29.2
Total no. of cells/[106] 28.9

First wall-normal layer spacing/[µm] 10
Expansion ratio 1.2

No. of wall-normal layers 40

Corresponding to the pitch motion, the deflection shape for steady CFD results to
correct the linear DLM model is the angle of attack.

3. Results
3.1. Pressure Difference Distribution Comparison at 1 HZ

The transonic Mach number and the Reynolds number applied to the steady CFD and
unsteady CFD simulation cases are the same. For the steady CFD simulations, two angles
of attack, α = 0◦ and α = 1◦, were examined to construct the aerodynamic force for a unit
angle of attack. For unsteady CFD simulations, motions are a small sinusoidal oscillation
with an initial position of α = 0◦ and relative to the center of gravity. This configuration was
designed to ensure that there was no flow separation during the oscillation. The frequencies
of oscillation were set at 1 HZ, 5 HZ, 10 HZ and 20 HZ.

The pressure difference distributions caused by oscillation at a unit angle of attack at
1 HZ, as generated from several correction techniques, are compared with the unsteady
CFD results. The comparisons of the results are presented in Figures 4–7. Six streamwise
wing sections were chosen along the spanwise direction for the wing component, and four
sections were chosen for the horizontal tail. Eta shown in the figures represents the position
of the wing section relative to the symmetry plane in a spanwise direction.
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Figure 4. Real ∆Cp of wing component at 1 HZ.

Figure 5. Real ∆Cp of horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 1 HZ.
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Figure 6. Imaginary ∆Cp of wing component at 1 HZ.

Figure 7. Imaginary ∆Cp of horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 1 HZ.

The meaning of ∆Cp for lifting boxes and for body elements is shown as follows:

∆Cp = F/(S ·Q) for lifting box
∆Cp = F/(L ·Q) for body element

(27)

where Q represents the dynamic pressure, F denotes the force in each lifting box or each
body element, S stands for the lifting box area, and L is the body element length. For the
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CFD result, F represents the upper- and lower-surface force differences after mapping onto
the lifting box or body element.

Comparing the real ∆Cp of the wing component at 1 HZ, as shown in Figure 4,
the results obtained by the diagonal correction method, ECFT correction method and
the correction method proposed in this paper can all fit quite well with the unsteady
CFD results. These three methods had significant advantages over the uncorrected DLM
method. For the real ∆Cp of the wing component, the real part of downwashes w will
play a significant dominant role. This explained the excellent results obtained from all
correction methods.

Comparing real ∆Cp of the horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 1 HZ, as
shown in Figure 5, for the horizontal tail component, the imaginary part of downwashes w
also plays a fairly important role. This contributes to the differences between all the correc-
tion methods, and the unsteady CFD results are larger than those of the wing component
in Figure 4. Due to this reason, the differences between diagonal correction and ECFT cor-
rection methods also become more significant. Results obtained by the correction method
proposed in this paper are consistent with the diagonal method, and slightly better than
the ECFT method. Importantly, all three correction methods outperform the uncorrected
DLM method. For the fuselage component and nacelle component, the diagonal correction
method yields unreasonable results. Compared with the uncorrected method, both the
ECFT correction method and the correction method proposed in this paper fit the unsteady
CFD data quite well.

As shown in Figures 6 and 7, for the imaginary part, results obtained through the
ECFT correction method are close to those received by the uncorrected DLM method, which
has lost efficiency for correction purposes. For lifting surfaces of the wing component and
horizontal tail component, both the diagonal correction method and the correction method
proposed in this paper can fit unsteady CFD data well. However, for body elements of
the fuselage component and nacelle component, the diagonal correction method obtained
notably unreasonable results. In contrast, the uncorrected DLM method, ECFT method and
the method proposed in this paper are relatively close to the unsteady CFD results.

To quantitatively analyze the accuracy of the various correction methods, ∆Cp at each
section has been summed and the dimensionless transformation carried out, as shown in
Figures 8 and 9; the meaning of ∆Cp′ in the figures is as follows:

∆Cp′ =
n
∑

i=1
∆Cp · c/cre f for lifting box

∆Cp′ =
n
∑

i=1
∆Cp · L/Sre f for body element

(28)

where ∆Cp is the parameter in Formula (27), c is the length of every lifting box, L is the
length of the body element, cref is the referenced chord length of the airplane, and Sref is
the referenced area of the airplane. No matter whether it is the real part or imaginary
part, the correction method proposed in this paper can obtain spanwise ∆Cp′ distribution
results similar to CFD simulation results. Furthermore, the absolute error is small. Notably,
the correction method proposed in this paper has a better performance compared to
the uncorrected DLM method, the diagonal correction method, and the ECFT correction
method for unsteady aerodynamic correction at 1 HZ.
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Figure 8. Real ∆Cp′ of wing, horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 1 HZ.

Figure 9. Imaginary ∆Cp′ of wing, horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 1 HZ.

3.2. Pressure Difference Distribution Comparison at 5 HZ

The pressure difference distributions caused by oscillation at a unit angle of attack at
5 HZ obtained by various correction methods compared to the unsteady CFD results are
shown in Figures 10–13.
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Figure 10. Real ∆Cp of Wing Component at 5 HZ.

Figure 11. Real ∆Cp of horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 5 HZ.
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Figure 12. Imaginary ∆Cp of Wing Component at 5 HZ.

Figure 13. Imaginary ∆Cp of horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 5 HZ.

Comparing the real ∆Cp of the wing component at 5 HZ, as shown in Figure 10, the
effect of the correction is somewhat weakened compared to the 1 HZ case, especially for
the first two sections. The reduction of the correction effect is due to the imaginary part
of downwashes w playing a fairly important role. However, the effect on the other four
profiles is still good, and compared to the uncorrected DLM method, the correction still
achieves a certain good effect.
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Comparing real ∆Cp of the horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 5 HZ, as
shown in Figure 11, for the horizontal tail component, the imaginary part of downwashes w
will play an important role. The null space of the real part of downwashes w results in the
ECFT correction method being close to the uncorrected DLM method. For the horizontal
tail, both the diagonal correction method and the correction method proposed in this paper
have obtained relatively good results. For the body elements, especially for the fuselage,
both the ECFT method and the method in this paper have obtained relatively good results.

For the imaginary part, as shown in Figures 12 and 13, the results are largely consistent
with the real part in Figures 10 and 11. For wing components, horizontal tail compo-
nents, fuselage or nacelle, the correction method proposed in this paper achieves a certain
good effect.

The real part and imaginary part of ∆Cp′ are shown in Figures 14 and 15; the spanwise
∆Cp′ distribution results obtained by the correction method proposed in this paper are
similar to the CFD results, but the advantage is not as pronounced when compared with
the uncorrected DLM method for the imaginary part of the horizontal tail.

3.3. Pressure Difference Distribution Comparison at 10 HZ

The pressure difference distributions caused by oscillation at a unit angle of attack
at 10 HZ obtained by different correction methods compared with the unsteady CFD
results are shown in Figures 16–19. The real part and imaginary part of ∆Cp′ are shown in
Figures 20 and 21. Compared to the uncorrected DLM, the diagonal correction method and
the ECFT correction method, the correction method described in this paper still has certain
advantages. However, the difference with unsteady CFD has been gradually expanded,
especially for the real ∆Cp′ of the horizontal tail component in Figure 20 and the imaginary
∆Cp′ of the wing component in Figure 21. The absolute error of the correction method
described in this paper is unacceptable.

Figure 14. Real ∆Cp′ of wing, horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 5 HZ.
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Figure 15. Imaginary ∆Cp′ of wing, horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 5 HZ.

Figure 16. Real ∆Cp of Wing Component at 10 HZ.
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Figure 17. Real ∆Cp of horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 10 HZ.

Figure 18. Imaginary ∆Cp of Wing Component at 10 HZ.
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Figure 19. Imaginary ∆Cp of horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 10 HZ.

Figure 20. Real ∆Cp′ of wing, horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 10 HZ.
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Figure 21. Imaginary ∆Cp′ of wing, horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 10 HZ.

3.4. Pressure Difference Distribution Comparison at 20 HZ

The pressure difference distributions caused by oscillation at a unit angle of attack
at 20 HZ obtained by different correction methods compared with the unsteady CFD
results are shown in Figures 22–25. The real part and imaginary part of ∆Cp′ are shown in
Figures 26 and 27. The error between unsteady CFD and any other correction method or
uncorrected DLM is quite significant, and is unacceptable.

Figure 22. Real ∆Cp of Wing Component at 20 HZ.
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Figure 23. Real ∆Cp of horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 20 HZ.

Figure 24. Imaginary ∆Cp of Wing Component at 20 HZ.
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Figure 25. Imaginary ∆Cp of horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 20 HZ.

Figure 26. Real ∆Cp′ of wing, horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 20 HZ.
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Figure 27. Imaginary ∆Cp′ of wing, horizontal tail, fuselage, and nacelle component at 20 HZ.

4. Discussion

In theory, due to the use of steady aerodynamics for correction, for the real part of
unsteady aerodynamics, the smaller the frequency, the closer the real part of [AIC] to a static
situation k = 0, and the smaller the imaginary part of w, the more accurate the correction
results will be. That is the reason why the results for small frequency are better, and the
results for the wing component are better than those for the horizontal tail component.

The diagonal correction method has a more physical meaning, and represents the
factor for each element; hence even for the imaginary part of unsteady aerodynamics, the
agreement between the correction method and unsteady CFD is also good. The correction
method in this paper inherits this advantage and has been further improved and extended.
However, unlike the real part results, for the imaginary part, in the same frequency, the
larger the imaginary part of w, the more accurate the correction results will be. The
imaginary parts of unsteady aerodynamics are composed of the real part of [AIC] multiplied
by the imaginary part of w, and the imaginary part of [AIC] multiplied by the real part
of w. When the imaginary part of w is larger than the real part, the real part of [AIC]
will be dominant. That is why in Figures 9, 15, 21 and 27, the results for the horizontal
tail component after the correction method in this paper are better than those for the
wing component.

5. Conclusions

The present diagonal correction method or ECFT method are both unsuitable for an
unsteady subsonic wing–body interference model. In this paper, the diagonal correction
method and ECFT method are extended to the wing–body interference model directly, but
there have been varying degrees of problems in analyzing unsteady wing–body aerodynam-
ics. Combining the advantages and disadvantages of the diagonal correction method and
the ECFT method, a correction method for the unsteady subsonic wing–body interference
model is proposed. In comparison to the uncorrected DLM, the diagonal correction method,
and the ECFT method, the results of different aircraft components obtained through the
simulation of a transonic passenger aircraft show a better consistency with the results from
the unsteady CFD simulations. When the frequency of unsteady motion is smaller than
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5 HZ, the correction method in this paper can obtain certain benefits in terms of accuracy,
not only for the lifting boxes but also for the body elements. This correction method can
be used to obtain more accurate unsteady aerodynamics in low-frequency modes, and
improve the precision of rigid–elastic coupling analysis.
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